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What are Pervasive Systems?

Computing used in contexts where interaction with physical
environments is important

Two examples:
• MATCH (Mobilising Advanced Technology for Care at Home)
• German Motorway Toll System
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MATCH (Mobilising Advanced Technology for Care at
Home)

Idea: Support Home-care technologies to make it possible for older
people to live in their own homes for longer

Provide support remotely based on feedback from sensors (eg
RFID-readers, temperature sensors, heart monitors, microphones)

Support provided by eg carers, doctors, home delivery staff

MATCH is rule-based, event-driven system, eg
“Switch off oven when user leaves home”
“Call for help if the user has an accident and needs assistance”
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German Motorway Toll System

Lorries have to pay toll on German motorways
Have on-board units (OBU) containing GPS-device and motorway
map

OBU calculates payable toll and transmits data to toll operator via
GSM

System open for additional services
Makes it possible for remote lorry fleet management
Company has accurate information about position of lorries and
can re-direct them if necessary
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Other possible extensions

Assume have traffic information system run by highways agency

Provides warning of traffic jams and road closures due to accidents
or roadworks

Lorries can change routes as necessary
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Term Pervasive Systems coined for such systems

Pervasive systems are mobile systems which
• can sense their physical environment
• adapt their behaviour accordingly
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Properties of such systems

• mobile and autonomous
• distributed and concurrent
• interacting and interactive
• reactive and potentially non-terminating
• composed of humans, agents and artifacts together
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Verification problems specific to pervasive systems

Pervasive systems used in safety or mission critical areas

⇒ want to apply formal methods to verify these systems

Difficult because
• interaction between components difficult to model
• need to formalise very different aspects of system
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Different Aspects of Pervasive Systems

• Safety Pervasive systems often have autonomous agents
⇒ Need to make sure safety rules are obeyed
• Security Have different people with different usage of the

system
⇒ must ensure that information accessible only to those who
need it
Proper rules difficult to design due to variety of participants
• Usability Again, variety of users have different requirements

Especially important for MATCH
Have older users for which simplicity and predictability of user
interface is crucial
performance also important
must also ensure response time is adequate
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Issues with MATCH
Security

Security

Access to medical information must be restricted to those who
need it

Example: Food delivery staff cannot see medical health records

Privacy special aspect of security
MATCH uses RFID-tags attached to patients to monitor
movements in the house
Important: No-one outside the house can determine patient’s
position.
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Issues with MATCH continued
Safety

Safety

Essential feature of MATCH

Examples

If a patient is in danger help should arrive within a given time

Urgent actions related to the patient’s safety will always take place
before other actions
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Issues with the fleet management system

Security

• only company lorries can talk to the base station of the
company
• traffic information obtained obtained only from traffic

information system

Privacy
information about lorry movement not stored by traffic information
system
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Issues with the fleet management system

Safety

Only important point: Driver must not be distracted by on-board
system

⇒ have to limit functions available when lorry is on the move

⇒ Mostly issue for design
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Applicable Formal Methods

At the moment, require different methods for different aspects of
the system

Have different ways of abstracting from real behaviour:

Give three examples
• Access control properties
• Privacy properties
• Safety properties using time
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Verifying Access Control Properties

Access control properties (eg food control staff cannot see mental
health records) are typically trace properties:

a given property regarding access rights holds for all possible ways
of executing the system

Use suitable variants of first-order logic
For this example, have predicates

fd(X ) : X is a member of food delivery staff
mhr(X ,Y ) : X is the mental health record of Y
td(X ,Y ) : X is a treating doctor for Y
ha(x) : X is a health administrator

Desirable property specified as

∀a, b ∈ Agent, r ∈ Record .fd(a)⇒ ¬[a : mhr(r , b)]

Tools used often can deal only with finite state systems
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Applicable Formal Methods, continued

Privacy properties (eg untraceability of movement) often specified
as observational equivalence: outsider cannot distinguish real
behaviour from idealised behaviour
Special process calculus used to specify and verify this property
Real RFID-protocols specified as process

P ′ ≡ ν~n.(DB|!R|!TI )

where
Ti ≡ ν~m.init.!main

Intuition:
• DB models database
• R models Reader
• T models Tag, init the initialisation and main the repeating

part of the protocol
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Applicable Formal Methods, continued

Privacy properties (eg untraceability of movement) often specified
as observational equivalence: outsider cannot distinguish real
behaviour from idealised behaviour
Special process calculus used to specify and verify this property
Real /Ideal RFID-protocols specified as process

P ′ ≡ ν~n.(DB|!R|!TI ) P ′ ≡ ν~n.(DB|!R|!TR)

where
Ti ≡ ν~m.init.!main TR ≡ ν~m.init.main

Intuition:
• DB models database
• R models Reader
• T models Tag, init the initialisation and main the repeating

part of the protocol
Ideal version: each tag executes main at most once
⇒ Intruder cannot link sessions
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Applicable formal methods, continued

Time often involved in safety properties in an essential way, either
explicitly or as a constraint (eg help arrives within a given time if
patient in danger)

Examples: Urgent actions related to the patient’s safety will always
take place before other actions

Use Linear Time Temporal Logic to specify this as

�[in danger(pj)⇒ (¬[
∨
b∈B

action(b) U
∨
a∈A

action(a)]U¬ in danger(pj))]

where
• �φ: φ always holds
• φ U ψ: φ is true until ψ is true.
• A set of urgent actions
• B set of non-urgent actions
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Verifying the whole system

Interested in verification of systems as a whole and not only its
parts

Need to find way of combining the verifications we have made
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Requirement 1: Combining formalisms

Ideally: would like one formalism which incorporates all formalisms
needed

Unlikely to obtain such a formalism, as problem is too complex

Better strategy:

• Combine some formalisms (eg integrate temporal logics and
logics of belief)
• Show that the abstractions are done consistently:

Assume property can be modelled in more than one formalism
Then property true in one formalism iff true in other formalism

Example:
Trace properties (eg for modelling access control) might be
specified in process calculus as well

Want to have: no bad trace in access control model iff no bad
trace in process calculus model
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Combining formalisms, continued

Need to achieve integration also for real-time and probabilistic
properties

Need to consider suitable real-time and probabilistic extensions of
calculi considered so far

Important: handling of real-time and probabilistic properties
consistent for different formalisms
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Requirement 2: Combining practical tools

Combining tools often even more difficult than combining
formalisms

Have additional abstractions

Examples:
• tools for modelling access control usually cannot handle

unbounded states
• Tool for verification of observational equivalences (Proverif)

introduces spurious counterexamples
• Tools model only sequence of events

On the positive side:

Model checker for logic combining temporal logic and logic of
beliefs can be obtained from model checker for these two logics
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